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Abstract. A coordinated pair system (cp system for short) consists of a pair of grammars, the first 
of which is right-linear (d) and the second is right-boundary (rb). A right-boundary grammar is 
like a right-linear grammar exceptthat one does not distinguish between terminal and nonterminal 
symbols--still, the rewriting is applied to the last symbol of a string only (and erasing productions 
axe allowed). A rewriting in a cp system consists of a pair of rewritings: one in the first and one 
in the second grammar---such a rewriting is possible if the pair of productions involved is in the 
finite set of rewrites given with the system. It is easily seen that cp systems correspond very closely 
to (are another formulation of) push-down automata: the right-linear component models the input 
and the finite state control while the rb component models the push-down store. 
All rb grammar G tralxsforms (rewrites) strings which are stored in a one-way (potentially 
infinite) tape. If one observes during a derivation 8 the use of a fixed nth cell of the tape and 
one notes the symbol stored there, each time that (the contents of) the cell is rewritten, then one 
gets the n-active record ofg; the set of all n-active records for all successful derivations 8 forms 
the n-active language of G, denoted ACT,(G). It is proved that, for each rb grammar G and 
each n ~ N +, ACT,(G) is regular and moreover, for each M_  N +, [-J,~M ACT,(G) is regular. 
Another way to register the use of memory during a derivation 8 is to record the contents of 
(a fixed) nth cell during all consecutive steps of 8n in  this way one gets the n-full record of & 
The set of all n-full records for all successful derivations 8 forms the n-full record language of 
G, denoted FR.(G). It is proved that, as in the case of active records, ['-J,GM FR,(G) does not 
have to be regular even if M = N + (actually, one can get arbitrarily complex languages inthis way). 
Then we provide a representation theorem allowin 8 one to represent a cp system by an rb 
grammar and using this theorem we transfer the above results on the use of memory to cp systems. 
Introduction 
The literature is full of various notions of machines (automata) and grammars 
each one developed with a specific, practical or theoretical, motivation behind it 
B ~ ~  
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(see, e.g., [9, 12]). The notion of an extended coordinated selective substitution system 
(ects system) provides a common framework for quite a variety of these models (see 
[10]). Within the ects model various notions of machines and grammars are con- 
sidered as systems of basic units (which are rather simple rewriting systems working 
together in a 'coordinated fashion'). It is demonstrated in [10] that right.boundary 
grammars (rb grammars for short) constitute such a basic (perhaps the most basic) 
unit. A right-boundary grammar is like a right-linear grammar except hat one does 
not distinguish between terminal and nonterminal symbolsmstill, the rewriting is 
applied to the last symbol of a string only (and erasing productions are allowed); 
the notion of an rb grammar is a special case of the regular canonical system of 
Buchi (see [1, 11]). A well-known subclass of ects systems are coordinated pair 
systems (cp systems for short) A cp system consists of two grammars, the first of 
which is right-linear and the second is right-boundary; it turns out that cp systems 
correspond very closely to (are another formulation of) push-down automata. The 
theory of cp systems (or: the cp system approach to the theory of push-down 
automata) ispresented in [4, 5]. (For another approach to study push-down automata 
see [8].) 
This paper continues the research on the theory of cp systems and, in particular, 
it presents results describing the use of memory in right-boundary grammars (and 
cp systems). The basic idea investigated in this paper is as follows. 
A right-boundary grammar G represents (transformations of) a data structure 
which is a linear one-way (potentially) infinite array of (memory) cells, the processing 
of which takes place at the (right) end of the array. Hence, during each derivation 
in G one can record the history of the use (the 'scheduling') of each single cell. In 
other words, each time (the contents of) a given cell is rewritten a note is made of 
the letter being stored there at that time (the active letter at this moment) and the 
sequence of all such 'notes of activity" during a given derivation 8 forms the active 
record of this cell during the derivation 8. The set of all active records of the nth 
memory cell in all successful derivations forms the n-active language of G, denoted 
ACT,(G) (a derivation is successful if it leads from the axiom of G to the empty 
word). 
Another, very natural, approach to recording the memory use is to apply a standard 
'snapshot' approach. Here observing the nth memory cell means to record the 
contents of this cell during all consecutive steps of the derivation. In this way 
we obtain, for a given derivation 8 and for a given n e N +, the n-full record of 8 
(where if a line of 8 is shorter than n, then we insert the S-symbol symbolizing 
the idle state of the given cell). The set of all n-full records of the nth memory 
cell in all successful derivations forms the n-fuU record language of G, denoted 
FR,(G). 
We prove that for each rb grammar G and each n, both ACT,(G) and FR,(G) 
are regular (Corollary 1.12 and Theorem 4.8). Actually, the regularity of active 
records is quite 'deep'; it turns out that, for an arbitrary subset M of positive integers, 
[~-Jm~M ACTs(G) is regular (Theorem 3.5)--this is strong regularity indeedf! The 
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situation is drastically different for full records: infinite unions U ,~M FRm(G) do 
not need to be regular (even if M is taken to be the set of all positive integers). 
In order to transfer these results to cp systems we prove an rb representation 
theorem for cp systems (Theorem 6.3): rather than to consider a cp system, one can 
consider an rb grammar. This representation theorem allows us to transfer the above 
results on active and full records for rb grammars to the framework of cp systems. 
O. Preliminaries 
We assume the reader to be familiar with basic formal language theory (see, e.g., 
[9,12]). 
For a set Z, #Z denotes its cardinality. If V is a finite set of integers, we use 
max V and min V to denote the maximal and the minimal element of V respectively. 
For a word x, Ixl denotes its length and if 1 <~ k <~ Ixl, then x(k) denotes the kth 
letter of x. If x is nonempty, then we use last(x) to denote x(Ixl). A denotes the 
empty word. 
A letter to letter homomorphism is called a coding. 
A context-free grammar, abbreviated cf grammar, is specified in the form G = 
(.Y, P, S, A), where .Y is its alphabet, P its set of productions, S ~ .~-  A its axiom 
and A its terminal alphabet. For x, y ~ .Y* we write x ~ y if x directly derives y 
using production ~r. 
A right-linear grammar, abbreviated rl grammar, is a context-free grammar G = 
(.Y, P, S, A) which has its productions in the set ( .~-  A)x  A*( ( .y -  A )u  {A}). 
1. Right-boundary grammars and their active records 
In this section we introduce basic notions concerning right-boundary grammars 
and then we formalize the (active) use of memory by derivations in these grammars. 
Definition 1.1. A right-boundary grammar, abbreviated rb grammar, is a triple G = 
(,Y, P, ~o), where 
• ,Y is an alphabet, 
• p c_ 2~ x ,Y* is a finite set of productions, and 
• oJ ~ ,Y+ is the axiom of (3. 
For an rb grammar G = (,~, P, oJ) we use maxr(G) to denote max{I wl[A  ~ w c P}. 
Definition 1.2. Let G = (,Y, P, ¢o) be an rb grammar. 
(1) Let x, y ~ ,Y* and let ~r = A-> w ~ P. x directly derives y in G (using It), written 
x 3Gy (x ~ y), if x = zA and y = zw for some z ~ ,Y*. Let 3"  be the reflexive 
and transitive closure of ~o .  If x 3"  y, then we say that x derives y in (3. 
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(2) A derivation (in G) is a sequence 8 = (Xo, Xl , - . - ,  3~n), n ~0,  of words from 
,Y* such that, for every l<~i<~n, Xi-1~GXi. We say that 8 derives x, from Xo and 
denote it by 8: Xo~*  x,. For 0<~ i<~ n, xi is called the ith line of 8 and is denoted by 
8(0. n is called the length of 8 and is denoted by lg(3). 
(3) A derivation 3: ¢o 3"  A is called successful. 
(4) Let 31=(81(0), 81(1) , . . . ,  6~(m)) and 82=(82(0), 82(1) , . . . ,  82(n)) be two 
derivations in O such that 81(m)= 82(0). The composition of 81 and 82, denoted 
81®82, is the derivation (81(0), 31(1) , . . . ,  81(m), 82(1) , . . . ,  82(n)). 
Lemma 1.3. Let G = ( ,Y, P, oJ ) be an rb grammar and let x, y E ,Y +. I f  x :=> G y, then 
there exists a unique production ar~ P such that x ~ ~ y. 
Definition 1.4. Let G be an rb grammar and let 8=(8(0) , . . . ,  8(n)), n>~0, be a 
", 8(i) derivation in G. The sequence (cry , . . . ,  at,) of productions uch that 8 (i - 1) =~G 
for every 1 <~ i~ < n is called the control sequence of 8 and is denoted by cont(8), if 
n = 0, then cont(8) is the empty sequence. 
Remark 1.5. (1) Lemma 1.3 guarantees the uniqueness of the control sequence (for 
each derivation 8). 
(2) Note that if 81" u ~*  v and 82: v ~*  w are two derivations in an rb grammar 
G, then 
1g(81 ® 82) = lg(81) + 1g(82) and cont(81 ® 82) = cont(80cont(82). 
In order to simplify our notation we will skip the inscription "G'" whenever G is 
understood from the context. Hence, e.g., we will write ~ and 3"  rather than ~G 
and ~*  respectively. 
If all the lines of a derivation 8 in an rb grammar G are written under each other 
(adjusted letter-by-letter), then the most natural way of storing 6 in a memory 
suggests by itself that all the first letters of the lines of 8 are stored in the first 
memory cell, all the second letters are stored in the second memory cell, etc. 
This can be depicted as shown in Fig. 1. 
Now, if one wants to get an idea of the use of memory within this particular 
derivation 8, then one can choose n t> 1 and then observe the actions performed on 
A•first memory cell 6 (0 l= I  B',A', 
8(1)= ',A 
=A 
I iA 
I A 
I 
° I o 
I" 
iB 
81k) = =~B 
,B I i 
= Ic i  
IDIc=A 
~O I 
aiD I 
A',C 
AI 
i 
Fig. 1. 
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the nth memory cell. The significant moments are those when this particular memory 
cell becomes active (i.e., the symbol stored there is rewritten). 
This natural intuition of the memory use associated with a derivation in a 
right-boundary grammar leads us to the following definition. 
Definition 1.6. Let 8 = (8 (0) , . . . ,  8(k)) be a derivation in an rb grammar G and let 
n EN +. 
(1) A line 8(0 of 8 with 18(0[ = n is called an n-active line of 8. 
(2) The n-active record of 8, denoted act.(8), is the word 
~p.(8(0))q~. (a (1 ) ) . . .  q~.(a(k - 1)), where ~p.: Z*-> Z u {A} is the mapping defined by 
~.(u) = {A(n) iflul =n, 
otherwise. 
Remark 1.7. (1) Note that in determining the n-active record of 8, the last word of 
B is not taken into account. Therefore, we have the following statement. 
(2) If  B l :u~*v ,  82 :v~*w are two derivations in an rb grammar (3, then 
act.(al ® 82) = act.(80 act,, (82). 
Example 1.8. Let G = ({A, B, C}, P, A) be the rb grammar with 
P= {A-, BC, B-, AB, B-~ A, C-,  BB}. 
Then 8 = ( BBB, BB, BAB, BAAB, BAA, BABC, BABBB, BAd]B, BAB ) is a derivation 
in G of length 8 with 
cont(8) = (B-> A, B --> AB, B -> AB, B -> A, A--> BC, C -> BB, B -> A, B-> A), 
act1(8) = A, act2(6) = B, acb(8) = BBA, act4(6) = BCB, acts(8) = B 
and act,(8) = A for each n >~ 6. This is easily seen if we write the consecutive lines 
of 8 under each other (see Fig. 2). 
IB 
IB 
IB IB 
IB 
IB 
IB 
IB 
IB 
I 
AIA IIB'I 
A ~ B ,~,~I 
IAIB I[~-- 
IA'IB ,'~ 
act 3 {6)=BBA 
Fig. 2. 
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I f  we record now, for an n >I 1, the n-active records for all successful derivations 
in an rb grammar G, then we get a complete picture of the use of the nth memory 
cell (from our 'intuitive model') in G. 
Definition 1.9. Let G= (,Y, P, to) be an rb grammar and let n ~ N +. The n-active 
language of (3, denoted ACT,  (G), is the language {act, (8) 18: to ~*  A}. 
We demonstrate now that for each n, ACT, (G) is regular, which intuitively means 
that this 'schedule of active use" of each memory cell may be realized (implemented) 
by a finite automaton. Actually, we can prove a somewhat stronger esult. 
Theorem 1.10. Let G = (,Y, P, to) be an rb grammar and let w~, w2~ ~,*. Then 
{act,(8)l & w~ ==>* w2} is regular for each n ~ N +. 
Proof. Let n s N +. We construct a finite automaton 9A. = (Q., Z , / / . ,  I., F.) as 
follows: ~ .  has as its set of states the set of words of length n over .Y together with 
w2 if Iw21# n; i.e., Q. =.Y"u  {w2}. For u ~.Y", v~ Q. and A~.Y there exists an edge 
(u, A, v) ~/ / .  if and only if there exists a derivation 8: u 3"  v such that act.(8) = A. 
(Note that then A = u(n).) I f  Iw21 # n, then w2 has no outgoing edges. I .  consists of 
those u~ Q. for which there exists a derivation 8: wl~*u such that act . (8 )=A.  
(Note that if Iwll = n, then I.  = {wl}.) Further, we have F. = {w2}. 
L(92,) is regular and obviously, L(9~,) = {act.(8)l 8: w, 3"  w=}. [ ]  
Remark 1.11. The effectiveness of the construction of the automaton 9.I. from the 
above proof relies on deciding whether or not, for u, v ~ ,Y", there exists a derivation 
8: u 3"  v with act,(8) = A, A = u(n). It is obvious that such a derivation cannot 
have lines of length n other than its first (we mean 8(0)) and last lines. Moreover, 
it is easily seen that, for all p , j  such that p<<-j < lg(8), IB(p)l> n implies 18(j)[> n. 
Hence, it follows that we may write 8 = 8, ® 82, where 6~ : u 3"  w, 82: w 3"  v are 
such that 18,(i)1< n for 0<i<lg(8,)  and 182(i)1> n for 0<~ i<1g($2). Note that if 
8 contains no lines shorter (longer) than n, then lg(81) = 1 (1g(62) = 0 respectively). 
All lines in 82 have the first n symbols in common since they are not rewritten 
during 82. Thus, w=vz for some z~,Y*, 0<~lzl<maxr(G) and there exists a 
derivation g :z~*A with cont(/z) = cont(62). 
In this way the problem of deciding whether or not (u, A, v) ~/ / .  is reduced to 
the problem of deciding whether or not z 3"  A for a given word z. The latter 
problem is easily seen to be decidable. It suffices to verify, for each symbol A ~ ,Y, 
whether A ~*A.  Such a verification resembles the method of deciding whether a 
nonterminal in a context-free grammar can derive the empty word (see [12]). The 
reasoning as above can be extended in a straightforward way to the problem of 
deciding whether or not ul O*  u2 for arbitrary ul, u2~,Y*. ( I f  u2# A, then take 
n = lu2[; every derivation 8: Ul 3"  u2 can be decomposed into an initial part leading 
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\S [  r / 
Fig. 3. 
to the first line of length n and a number of derivations of the form discussed 
above.) Thus the construction of the automaton 92n is effective. 
Corollary 1.12. Let G be an rb grammar and let n • N +. Then ACT,,(G) is regular. 
Example 1.8 (continued). A finite automaton accepting ACT3(G) can easily be 
constructed using the diagram in Fig. 3. This diagram has 'virtual' nodes to represent 
derivations with lines of length less than 3. Note that X ~ A for every X • ~. The 
finite automaton for ACT3(G) looks as shown in Fig. 4. 
B•• B B B B B 
Fig. 4. 
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2. Space used by derivations in rb grammars 
We have learned in the last section that, for an arbitrary rb grammar, ACTn(G) 
is regular for each n. As a matter of fact, we are going to prove (in Section 3) that 
the regularity of the use of memory cells in rb grammars is much deeper than that: 
it turns out that for an arbitrary subset M of N + the union (-Jm~m ACTm(G) is 
also regularmthis is strong regularity indeed! 
In this section we prove an auxiliary technical result (Lemma 2.2) that is interesting 
on its own: in deriving a word v from a word u in an rb grammar it suffices to use 
(in addition to the space occupied by u and v) no more than some constant (for 
the grammar) extra amount of space. 
The amount of space used by a derivation is formalized as follows. 
Definition 2.1. Let G = (,Y, P, to) be an rb grammar. 
(1) The breadth of a derivation 6 in G, denoted brd(8), is max{]8(i)] [ 0 ~< i <~ lg(8)}. 
(2) Let u 3"  v for some u, v ~ ,Y*. The (u, v)-breadth, denoted brd(u, v), equals 
min{brd(8) 18: u 3"  v}. 
Lemma 2.2. Let G = ( ,Y, P, to) be an rb grammar. There exists an integer me such 
that, for each pair u, v~ ,Y*, u 3"  v implies that brd(u, v)<~ me +max{lul, Ivl}. 
Proof. Let 
me=max{brd(w l ,  w2)]wl 3"  w2 and Iwd, Iw2l <~maxr(G)}. 
Note that maxr(G)<~ me. Let 6"u 3"  v be an arbitrary derivation in G. We will 
prove that there exists a derivation 8 ' :u  3"  v in G, with brd(8')<~ me + M, where 
M =max{lul, Iol}. 
A line 8(0  of 8 is called special if M<lS( i ) l<~M+maxr (G) .  Let ~-= 
(8(i~), 8( i2) , . . . ,  8(it)) be the subsequence of 8 consisting of all special lines. Since 
tS(j - 1) l -  1 <~ 18(J)l < 18(j- 1)1 + maxr(G) 
for each 1 <~j ~< lg(8), 8 cannot have lines longer than M +maxr (G)  without having 
special lines. So if • is empty, then the lemma holds. 
Assume now that ~" is nonempty. Both 8o=(8(0) , . . . ,  8( i1-1))  and 8t+~ = 
(8(it+ 1) , . . . ,  8(1g(6))) consist of lines not longer than M. 
Consider now the subsequence 8k=(8( ik+l ) , . . . ,8 ( i k+~- - l ) )  for some k~ 
{ 1, 2 , . . . ,  t}. Either all these lines are not longer than M or they are all longer than 
M + maxr(G). Assume that 8k is nonempty and that all its lines are longer than 
M+maxr (G) :  we then say that 8k is an external segment of 8. We can write 
8(ik)=XW 1 and 8(ik+l)=:tw2, where [x]=M, Iw, I, [w2[~<maxr(G). Note that 
wl 3"  w2, because 8(ik)=~* B(ik+x) and the derivation steps in-between do not 
influence (rewrite) x. From the definition of me it follows that there exists a derivation 
~: w~=~* w2, with brd(/~)<~ me. 
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Consequently, there exists a derivation 1~':8(ik)=XWl~*XW=8(ik+l) with 
cont(/~) = cont(f¢') such that brd(/~')~< mo+M. 
Hence, by replacing the external segments of 8 by 'new' derivations as above, 
we obtain a derivation 8' :u~*v such that brd(8')<~mG+M. Thus, the lemma 
holds. [] 
Example 1.8 (continued). Consider the following derivation 8:BAB~* A (see 
Fig. 5). 
Special lines in this figure are indicated by short arrows. 8 has one external 
segment; it is a derivation of BAABBB from BAABBB. The 'roof part' (i.e., the 
part above M, see Fig. 6) represents the derivation (BBB, BBAB, BBA, BBBC, 
BBBBB, BBBB, BBB). Replacing it by (BBB) yields the derivation 8' (see Fig. 7). 
A 
I J I 
A'B I i I I I 
,A=B I I 
iiF  ' " ' BAIA B!-I 
IBIB A BI 
iBmBiA! ' 
)B) BIB Ct 
)Bi e)BiBIB! 
iBiS e e ! 
IAzBIB B _ BAI iB 
, I,B I 
IA l :  
IBICI 
iBiB 
B',CI I. 
iB!BI 
I 
=- '  I I I 
z l l  
I I I 
I I I 
M I 
I 
M+moxrlG) 
M+mo 
Fig. 5. 
1 external segment 
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I I 
I [ 
B B ;A',B l 
BBiAI 
B B IB',C I 
B BIBIB B I 
B B !B ',B I 
BB:B I  
I I 
I I I 
L,J 
M M+moxr(G) 
Fig. 6. 
I I I 
I I I 
I 
M I M+mo 
I 
M+rnoxr (G) 
Fig. 7. 
3. Unions of active languages 
As we have already indicated, arbitrary unions of n-active languages in an rb 
grammar are regular. We prove this result in this section. 
The reason that this result holds is that each n-active language is of a very special 
form (Lemma 3.4). We start by defining some classes of languages useful in our 
considerations. 
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Definit ion 3.1. A language K is down-closed if, for each word w s K, all sparse 
subwords of w are also in K. 
The following well-known result (see [2, pp. 63-64] or [9, Theorem 6.6.3]) is very 
crucial in our proof of Lemma 3.4. 
Proposi t ion 3.2. Each down-closed language is regular. 
We use DCo to denote the family of down-closed languages over the alphabet 
O. For a regular substitution It, DCo,~ denotes the family {Ir(L) IL~ DCo}. 
Lemma 3.3. Let ¢r be a regular substitution over an alphabet 8. Then, 
(1) each language in DCo,,~ is regular, and 
(2) DCo,~ is closed under arbitrary (possibly infinite) unions. 
Proof .  (1): Obvious. By Proposition 3.2, DCo consists of regular languages and 
regularity is preserved under regular substitutions. 
(2): DCs is clearly closed under arbitrary unions. Consequently, DCs.~ is closed 
under arbitrary unions because 
[_J w(L)=w([_} L) 
LeF L~F 
for any language family F over O. [] 
Lemma 3.4. Let G = ( .Y, h, co) be an rb grammar. There exist an integer no, an alphabet 
0 and a regular substitution ¢r of 0 into .Y* such that ACTn(G) ~ DCo,,, for each 
n> no .  
Proof .  Let mG be a constant (dependent of G) satisfying the statement of Lemma 
2.2, let mo = mo+l  and let no = m0+[o~ I. Let n> no. 
Consider a derivation 8: oJ =~* A and let 8(0 and B(j), i<~j, be two n-active lines 
of 8. We say that 8(0 and B(j) ate n-related if 18(01> n- too  for each i<~ t<~j. 
Assume now that 8(0 and B(j) are two n-related lines of 8. Since all lines of B 
between 8(0 and B(j) are longer than n - too, they all have a common prefix x of 
length n -  mo. Hence, for each i<~ t<~j we can write 8(t)= xwt, where Ixl = n -  mo 
and 
wi ==> wi+l 3"  • • ~ wj. 
moreover ,  Iw, I = Iwjl = mo. 
Obviously, the notion of n-related lines defines an equivalence relation on the 
(occurrences of) n-active lines of 8. If we take the first (8(0) and last (B(j)) line 
of each n-related equivalence class, then we obtain a 'subsequence' 
8(i,), 8(jl), 8(h), 8(A),..., 8(ik), 8(A) 
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Io 
il 
Jl 
I I 
i I 
V/ / / / / /~  ~ I 
I I 
I M 
I 
i 
I I 
I 
, [  
U1 
, ,~n.~- -V  1 
i2:j2 
i3 
i3 
13 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I = t J2 
L.= u3 ] 
V= v3 
Fig. 8. 
of  8 such that 0 ~ il ~ j l  </2 ~ j2 <" " • < is ~ jk ~ lg(8); this subsequence is referred 
to as the n-characteristic sequence of S. (Note that it may happen that it =jr  because 
an equivalence class can consist of  just one single n-active l ine of  8; in that case, 
this line occurs twice in our sequence.) 
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Let O={(u, v)lu, v~Z*, lu}=lvl=mo}. The word (ul, vO(u2, v2>... (uk, vk> over 
O such that u, and vt are the suffixes of length mo of 8(i,) and 8(A) respectively is
called the n-signature of 8 and denoted by sign(8). Now, let Kn = 
{sig,(8)l 8 : to ~*  A}. 
The notions that we have introduced above can be illustrated as follows. Let 8 
be a derivation of the form shown in Fig. 8. Then the lines 8(i~) and 8(j~) are 
n-related, while the lines 8(j~) and 8(i2) are not n-related. Note that there are no 
other n-active lines related to 8(/2). The n-characteristic sequence of 8 is the sequence 
8(i~), 8(j l) ,  8(i2), 8(i2), 8(i3), 8(js).The n-signature of 8 is (ul, vt)(u2, u2~(u3, I)3). 
In order to prove Lemma 3.4 we will first show that K~ is down-closed. 
Claim 1. Kn e DCo. 
Proof of Claim 1. In order to prove that Kn is down-dosed, consider a derivation 
8: to 3"  A with 
sig,(8) =(u l ,  DI)(U2 , 1)2>... (Uk, Vk), k >~ 1. 
Let 8(il), 8 ( j0 , . . . ,  8(ik), 8(jk) be the n-characteristic sequence of 8. Since 8(j~) 
and 8(it+~), 1~ t < k, are not n-related, they are separated by a line 8(It),jt < It < it+~, 
with 18(/t)l <--- n -  too. Furthermore, if we set /o=0 and lk =lg(8),  then, obviously, 
we have lo < il, A < lk, 
lS(lo)l=ltol<n-mo and 18(l~+Ol=lAl<n-mo. 
For each 1~ < t~<k we have 8( l t_~)~* 8(It). Thus, by Lemma 2.2, there exists a 
derivation/zt : 8( lt_~) 3"  8(1,) with 
brd(/zt) <~ mo + max{18( 1,_~)[, 18( l,)l} <~ mo+ n-  mo= n-  1. 
Hence, aCtn(/~,) = A or, in other words,/~t does not contain n-active lines. 
So if we replace the lines 8( It_x), . . . ,  8(It) from 8 by the lines of/~,, then we 
obtain a new derivation 8't: to 3"  A such that 
sign(8',) = (ul ,  v l ) . .  . (ut - l ,  vt-l)(ut+l, v t+ l ) . . .  (uk, Vk). 
Consequently, by erasing an arbitrary symbol in a word of K,  we obtain a word 
in Kn. Thus Kn is down-closed. [] 
In order to illustrate the construction used above, consider again the derivation 
depicted in Fig. 8. According to our construction it is possible to replace the 
subderivation (8(1~), 8(!~ + 1) , . . . ,  6(/2)) of 8 by a derivation/~2 of 8(/2) from 8(/1) 
which looks as shown in Fig. 9. The resulting derivation 8[ has the n-signature 
(u~, v~>(u3, vs>. 
Let w : O -* £*  be the substitution defined by 
¢r((u, v)) ={wAIA= v(mo) and w = aCt=o(/~) for some/z:  u~*  v}. 
Theorem 1.10 implies that ¢r is a regular substitution. 
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In order to prove that ACTn(G)e  DCe,¢ we will demonstrate that ACTn(G)= 
• r(K,).  This in turn is accomplished by proving the following two claims (corre- 
sponding to the two inclusions involved). 
Claim 2. ACTn(G) C_ 7r(K,). 
Proof of Claim 2. Let w ~ ACTn(G), so w = actn(8) for some derivation 8: w 3"  A. 
Let 8(it), 8( j~) , . . . ,  8(ik), 6(jk) be the n-characteristic sequence of 8 and let 
Sign(8) = (Ul, v l ) . . .  (Uk, Ok). 
If we choose Io, 11, . . - ,  Ik as in the proof of Claim 1, then 
act.(8)  = act . (8~). . ,  act.(&,), 
where each derivation 8,, 1 ~< t<~ k, is of the form 8, = (8(I~_~), 8(1,_~+ 1) , . . . ,  8(I,)). 
Moreover, for each 1 ~< t<~ k, 8, 8~® : 3 = 8,® 8,, where 
= (8(/,_1),.. . ,  8(it)), 82=(8( i , ) , . . . ,  8(jr)), 
83= (8(A) , . . . ,  8(4)). 
1 2 3 Thus, actn(St) = act.(8 ,)actn (8t)actn (St) = act.(82). 8 (,h) (n). 
The claim now follows by observing that actn(82). 8(jt)(n)=actmo(/~,). vt(mo) 
for the derivation ~t: ut 3"  v, with cont(8 2) = ¢ont(it,) and consequently, actn(St) 
7r((u,, v,)); thus, actn(8) ~ It(sign(8)) __ ~r(K.). [] 
Claim 3. ~r(Kn) _~ ACT, (G) .  
Proof of Claim 3. If wA ~ 1r((u, v)), where A = V(mo), then there exists a derivation 
/z: u 3"  v with act~o(/~ ) = w. Thus, for an arbitrary x~ ~*  with Ixl = n-  too, there 
exists a derivation 8': xu 3"  xv with aCtn(8') = w. 
This enables us to replace, in a derivation 8: to =~* A, each of the subderivations 
8t = (8( I t_ l ) , . . . ,  6(it)) (in the notation as above) by a corresponding derivation 
8',: 8(I,_~) ~*  8(1~) such that actn(8~) = zt, where z~ is an arbitrarily chosen element 
of ~((ut, v,)). From these observations the claim easily follows. [] 
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So we have shown that ACT . (G)= ¢r(K.) for each n> n~ = mo+lOJ[, where Kn 
is a down-closed language over the alphabet O. Hence Lemma 3.4 holds. [] 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.5. Let G be an rb grammar. Then [.-J,~1ACT,( G) is regular for arbitrary 
Ic_N +. 
ProoL Let I __ N +. According to Lemma 3.4, there exists a constant n6 for G such 
that ACT,,(G)~DCo.,, for every n> n6, where ¢r is a suitably chosen regular 
substitution over an alphabet O. Let/1 = {i e I I i > no} and/2 = {i ~ I I i <~ n~}. From 
Lemma 3.3 it follows that [-J,~i1ACT~(G) is regular. Since 
U ACT,(G) = U ACT,(G) u L.) ACT,(G), 
i~ I  i~ l  I i~ l  2 
since 12 is finite, and the class of regular languages is closed under finite unions, 
Corollary 1.12 implies that I,_J,~ ACT,(G) is regular. [] 
4. Full records of rb grammars 
The nth active record of a derivation contains the information about the active 
behavior of the nth memory ceUNwe observe only those moments of time when 
the nth cell is active and then we record the symbol being there. 
Another, very natural, approach to recording the memory use is to apply a standard 
'snapshot' approach. Here, observing the nth memory cell means to record the 
contents of this cell during all consecutive steps of the derivation. In this way we 
obtain, for a given derivation 8 and for a given n e N +, the n-fuU record of 8 (where 
if a line of 8 is shorter than n, we insert the S-symbol symbolizing the idle state of 
the given cell). This is formalized as follows. 
Definition 4.1. Let G = (.Y, P, ¢o) be an rb grammar, and let $ be a symbol not in Z. 
Let n ~ N +. 
(1) Let 8 be a derivation in G and let k=lg(8) .  The n-full record of S, denoted 
by fr.(B), is the word ~.(8(0))~.(8(1)) . . .  O (8(k -  1)), where O.:.Y*->Z u{$} is 
the mapping defined by 
~(u)={:(n) if lu[~> n, 
otherwise. 
(2) The n-full record language of G, denoted FRn(G), equals {frn(8) [8: to 3"  A}. 
Remark 4.2. As in the case of the n-active record, in defining the n-full record of 
a derivation 8 we do not consider the last line of 8. Thus, if 81 : u 3"  v and 82: v 3"  w 
are derivations in a given rb grammar G, then frn(81®82)= frn(81)frn(82). 
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Example 4.3. Let G = ({A, B, C, D}, P, AC)  be the rb grammar with 
P= {A-> BC, B--> A, C--> DC, C-> A, D-> A}. 
For each pair k, I e N there exists a derivation 8t;~ of the form 
(AC, ADC,  AD2C,  . . . , ADkC,  ADk,  . . . , AD,  ,A, BC, BDC,  . . . , 
BDIC, BD~, . . . , BD, B, A). 
Obviously, frl ( 8k, l) = A2k+2B 2t÷2. 
Since each derivation 8:AC=>*A is of the above form we have FR I (G)= 
(AA)+(BB) +. Consider 8 = ~6,3- Then 
fre(8) = CD~2$CD6$, frs(8) = $3CD657C$4, frs(8) = $6C$~5 
and f r , (6 )=$ 22 for eachn>~9. 
It is easily seen that ACTI (G)={AB},  ACT2(G)={CD,  C} 2, and ACT, (G)= 
{CD, C, A} 2 for each n t> 3. 
For an rb grammar G and two words u, v over its alphabet he (u, v).spectrum 
is the set of all lengths of all derivations in G leading from u to v. We will prove 
that the (u, A)-spectrum is ultimately periodic for each word v. This result certainly 
says something about the nature of derivations in rb grammars. Moreover, it will 
be an essential tool in proving the regularity of full record languages. 
We begin by formally defining spectra. 
Definition 4.4. Let G = (,Y, P, oJ) be an rb grammar. For two words u, v ~ Z* the 
(u, v)-spectrum (in G),  denoted spec6(u, v), is defined by 
speco(u, v)-- {1g(8)18: u ~ * v}. 
As usual we will omit the index G whenever G is clear from the context. To 
prove our result on spectra we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.5. Let G = ( ~,, P, o~ ) be an rb grammar and let u ~ ,Y *. There exist constants 
no, qo ~ N satisfying: i f  n ~ spec(u, A) with n >i no, then {n + c kl k ~ spec(u, A) 
for  some c, ~ N with 1 <~ cn <~ qo. 
Proof. There are several ways to prove the lemma. One way would be to consider 
some 'arithmetic' properties concerning the length of lines in the derivation and to 
obtain a pumping property for 'long enough' derivations--such a proof is presented 
in [7]. Here we briefly sketch a 'standard' tree-based proof of the lemma. (Since 
we use standard reasoning, we will present he ideas rather informally.) 
A derivation 8: u ~*  A can be represented by a forest T~, . . . ,  Tlu I of node-labelled 
trees: leaves are labelled by A, all other nodes are labelled by letters from ,Y (if 
lul = 1, then we deal with a single tree rather than a forest, otherwise each tree of 
the forest T1 , . . . ,  ~-I represents a derivation 5~: u( i )~*  A). 
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For example, if 
8 = (AB, ABA, ABAB, ABA, AB, A, AB, ~ AB, A, A) 
is a derivation in an rb grammar G, then it is represented by the forest in Fig. 10. 
Given such a representation, one cap recover the unique derivation it represents 
(because we deal with right-most rewriting). 
A / \  
A B // 
I I  
A A 
/\ 
B A 
I / \  
A A B 
I I 
A A 
Fig. 10. 
The number of internal nodes in T~ equals lg(Si). If no path in T~ is longer than 
k (counting the number of edges), then T~ has at most 
mk--1 
l+m+m2+.  • .+m k=l_ -  
m--1  
internal nodes, where m = maxr(G). Hence, if lg(8) = lg(8~) +.  • • + lg(81.1) is larger 
than lu lm'~+~/(m- 1), then at least one of the trees, say Tt, contains a path ~r that 
has at least two nodes with the same label. Let T (°) and T ~1) be subtrees of Tt that 
have their roots in nodes on 7r with identical abels such that T <°) is a subtree of 
T °) and such that T °) is minimally chosen. Manipulating these subtrees in the 
standard way within Tt, it is possible to obtain for each k ~ N a tree T<, ~) representing 
a derivation 8~ k)" u( t )3"  A with lg(8~ k)) = lg(St)+ ck, where c equals the number 
of internal nodes in T ~x) minus the number of internal nodes in T ~°). Due to the 
minimality of T <t), no path in this tree is longer than #2; + 1, thus c < m#Z+~/(m - 1). 
Combining T~ k), again with the trees T~, . . . ,  Tt_~, Tt+~,..., TI, I we have the tree 
representation of a derivation B (k): u ~*  A with lg(8 <k)) = lg(8) + ck. Hence the 
lemma holds. [] 
Corollary 4.6. Let G = (,Y, P, to) be an rb grammar. For each u ~ ,Y*, spec(u, A) is 
an ultimately periodic set. 
ProoL Let u ~ Z* and let no, qo be constants satisfying the statement of Lemma 4.5. 
Let E be a common multiple of the numbers 1, 2 , . . . ,  qo. Thus, if n ~ spec(u, A) 
with n 1> no, then 
{n + Ski k ~ N} c_ {n + c~k[ k ~ N} ~_ spec(u, A) 
for some c. e N with 1 ~< c, <~ qo. Now, let 
I - -  {nl n spec(u, A) and n < no}, 
P = {hi n e spec(u, A), n I> no and n - E~ spec(u, A)}. 
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Then I and P are finite sets (elements of P are all different modulo ~) and 
consequently, 
spec(u, A) = I u {n + k~ In e P and k e N} 
is an ultimately periodic set. [] 
Note that the tree-oriented argument used in our proof of Lemma 4.2 works nicely 
because we consider derivations that derive A. If we consider derivations that derive 
a nonempty word, then a technical difficulty arises: replacing a subtree in a tree 
that corresponds to a derivation may lead to a tree that does not represent a
derivation. 
In this paper we will use Corollary 4.6. However, the ultimate periodicity property 
holds in a more general sense than presented above. One can prove the following 
proposition (see [7]). 
Proposition 4.7. Let G = ( Z, P, to) be an rb grammar. For all u, v e Z*, spec(u, v) is 
an ultimately periodic set. 
Theorem 4.8. Let G = (Z, P, to) be an rb grammar. Then FRn(G) is regular for each 
neN+.  
Proof. Let n ~ N +. We construct an d grammar Hn = (On, Pn, S, a . )  as follows. Let 
.Yn = {to} u {xl x e .Y,* and 1 <~ [xl <_ n - l + maxr (  G)}.  
Besides letters from .Y u {$}, Hn will have terminal symbols representing special 
suffixes of words in -Yn. Let 
An = -Y u {$} u {(A, z)[there exists an y ~ Z n such that y(n) = A 
and yz ¢ .Yn}, 
let On=Anu{[x] lxe~,n}  and let S=[to]. 
For each x ~-Yn, Pn contains the following productions: 
(1) if Ix I < n, then [x] --> $[y] ¢ Pn for each y ¢ .Y* such that x ~ y (for simplicity 
we set [A] = A); 
(2) if Ix[ = n, then [x] ~ A[y] e Pn, with A = x(n), for each y e Z* such that x~y;  
and 
(3) if Ixl > n, then [x] -* (A, z)[y] ~ Pn, where A = x(n) and y e Z n with x = yz. 
Finally, let tr be the substitution on An defined by tr(A)= {A}, tr($)= $, and 
tr((A, z)) = {Akl k ~ spec(z, A)}. We have to prove that FRn(G) = tr(L(Hn)). 
Claim 4. FRn (G) ~ or( L( Hn ) ). 
Proof of Claim 4. Let 8: to 3"  A be a derivation in G. Clearly, there exists a unique 
decomposition 8 = B~®82®- •.®8,  of 8 such that, for each 1 <~ k<~ r, 
(i) either 18k(0)l <~ n and lg(6k) = 1, 
(ii) or [Sk(i)[> n for 0<~ i<lg(Sk) and 18k(lg(Sk))l = n. 
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For each of the derivations 8 k there exists a production ¢rk=[Sk(O)]---> 
Uk[Sk(lg(Sk))] in P~ such that frn(Sk) ~ ~(Uk). (Note that 8k(lg(Sk)) = 8k+~(0) if k < r 
and 8,(lg(8,))= A; remember our convention that [A] = A.) The existence of ¢rk is 
seen as follows. 
(1) If 18k(O)l < n, then lg(Sk)= 1 and fr~(Sk)=$. P. contains the production 
[Sk(0)]-> $[8k(1)] and o-($) = {$}. 
(2) If 18k(0)l = n, then lg(Sk) = 1 and fr,(Sk) = A, where A = 8k(O)(n). P,, contains 
the production [Sk(0)]-~ A[Sk(1)]; or(A) = {A}. 
(3) If 18k(0)l > n, then all lines of 8k except for the last one are longer than n. 
Thus, all lines of 8 k have the prefix 8k+1(0); k # r because the last line of 8 k does 
not equal A. Hence, we may write 8k(0) = 8k+l(0)Z for some z e ,~* and moreover, 
there exists a derivation /~:z~*A with cont(/~)=cont(Sk). Let A= 8k(O) (n)= 
8k+l(0)(n). Then P~ contains the production [8k(0)]--> {.4, z)[Sk+l(0)] and fr , (Sk)= 
A lg~sD = A lg~') ~ cr((A, z~). 
It is now obvious that (¢ r l , . . . ,  ¢r,) can be used as the control sequence of a 
derivation [to] 3"  u[A] = u in H,  with u ~ A* such that fr~(8) = fr~(8~).., fr.(Sr) 
tr(u). This proves the claim. [] 
Claim 5. cr(L(H~))c_FR,(G) .  
Proof of Claim 5. For each u e L (H , )  and each w s or(u) we can obtain a derivation 
8: to 3 + A in G with fr~(8) = w by reversing the construction used in proving the 
previous claim. 8 will be the composition of derivations 8~, . . . ,  8, that are based 
on the control sequences (~r~,.. . ,  er,) of a derivation of u in H~. Note that, due to 
the form of productions in P,, r = l ul. 
Let w= w~... w, with Wk~ tr(u(k))  for k= 1 , . . . ,  r. 
(1, 2) If ¢rk = Ix] -> A[y], where [x I <~ n and A e ,Y u {$}, then 8 k = (X, y). 
(3) If ¢rk = [x] --> (A, z)[y] with Ix I > n, A = x(n)  and x = yz, then Wk = A p for some 
p~spec(z, A). Choose any derivation /z: z:=>* A with lg(/~) =p and let 8k'X = 
yz 3"  y be the derivation such that cont(Sk)= cont(/~). 
As in the proof of Claim 4 it is easily seen that 81 ® 82 ®" • • ® 8, is a well-defined 
derivation 8: to ~*  A in G with 
fr (8) = f r (81) . . ,  fr (8,) = w l . . .  w ,= w. 
Hence the claim holds. [] 
From the two claims above we indeed get that FR~(G) = cr(L(Hn)). Note that tr 
is a regular substitution because the sets {Akl k ~ spec(z, A)} are regular by Corollary 
4.6. Hence, since L(H,,) is regular and the class of regular languages i closed under 
regular substitution, FRn(G) is regular. [] 
We end this section by demonstrating that, unlike in the case of active records, 
an arbitrary union of FRn(G) languages does not have to be regular. As a matter 
of fact we exhibit an rb grammar G for which U~N+ FR~(G) is not regular. 
Theorem 4.9. There exists an rb grammar G such that [..J~°=l FR,(G)  /s not regular. 
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Proof. Let G = ({A, B}, P, A) be the rb grammar such 
{A--> BA, A-> A, B --> A}. All derivations from A to A are of the form 
that P= 
8k=(A,  BA, B2A,. . . , BkA, B k, Bk-1 ,  . . . , B,A) 
for some k e N; then obviously lg(Sk) = 2k+ 1 and brd(Bk) = k+ 1. Thus, f rn (~k)  ---- 
$2k+1 for each n > k+ 1. For all n ~< k+ 1 we have fr,(Sk) = Sn-lAB2(k+l-n)$n-l. 
Consequently, U~ FR,(G) r~ $*A$* = {$"A$" In e N}. Since {$"A$"[ n e N} is 
not regular and the class of regular languages is closed under intersections, 
U.°°= 1FR,(G) is not regular. [] 
Remark 4.10. (1) If (for the rb grammar from the proof of the previous theorem) 
we consider arbitrary unions U,~M FR,(G)  for Mc_N +, then we can get even 
nonrecursive languages (by taking M nonrecursive): 
U FR.(G)n$*AS*={fr.(Sk)lneM, k=n-1}={$"-~A$"-~lneM}. 
hEM 
(2) In general, given an rb grammar G, U.~ FR,(G) does not have to be even 
context-free. An example of such a situation is the rb grammar given in Example 
4.3. We then have fr,(8~l) e $*C$*C$* if and only if n = k+2= l+2. 
Since frk+2(8~k)= Skc$2k+lcsk+l, we have 
oo  
U FR. (G) m $* C$* C$* = {$kc$2k+~ C$k+' [k e N} 
which is not a context-free language. Thus, because the class of context-free 
languages i closed under intersections with regular languages, U ,~ FR, (G) is not 
context-free. 
5. Coordinated pair systems 
Rightboundary grammars form a very basic building block in the general theory 
of grammars and automata presented in [10]. In particular, within this theory a 
push-down automaton is seen as a pair of 'cooperating grammars', the first one rl 
(modelling the input and the finite state control) and the other one rb (modelling 
the infinite push-down store); such a pair is called a coordinated pair system. 
In this section we will 'transfer' our results concerning the (active and full records 
of the) use of memory in rb grammars to the level of cp systems (where the work 
of the rb component is coordinated by the right-linear component). In this way 
investigating the use of memory in rb grammars is being used for learning about 
the use of memory in push-down automata. 
We begin by recalling the notion of a coordinated pair system. 
Definition 5.1. A coordinated pair system, cp system for short, is a triple G= 
(G1, G2, R), where 
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• G1 = (-YI, Pi, S~, A) is an rl grammar, 
• G2 = (Z2, P2, S~) is an rb grammar with $2 ~ -?2, and 
• R ~_ P1 x P2, the set of rewrites of G. 
Definit ion 5.2. Let G = (G1, G2, R) be a cp system, where G~ = (.Y~, P~, $1, A) and 
c :  = (22, P2, s:). 
~'1 ~r2 (1) Let xl,yx~-Y* and x2,Y2E-Y*. I f  x~==~G,y 1 and x2302y  2 for a rewrite 
• r = (~rl, 7r2) s R, then we say that (Xl, x2) directly computes (Yl, Y2) in G using 1r 
and we denote this by (Xl, x2) ~ (Yl, Y2). 3"  denotes the reflexive and transitive 
closure of 30 .  If  (x~, x2) 3"  (ym, Y2), then we say that (xl, x2) computes (Yl, Y2) 
(in 
(2) A computation (in G) is a sequence p = (x0, x~, . . . ,  x.),  n I>0, of elements 
from .Y* × .Y* such that x~_~  x~ for each 1 <~ i~ < n. We say that p computes x. 
from Xo and denote this by p: Xo ~*  x.. n is called the length of p and is denoted 
by lg(p). For 0<~ i~ < n we use p(i) to denote x~. If Xo = (S~, $2) and x. = (w, A) for 
some w ~ A*, then p is called successful. 
(3) The language of G, denoted L(G), is the set {w ~ A* [($1, $2)3"  (w, A)}. 
The formal notions describing the use of memory in rb grammars are extended 
to cp systems in an obvious way. 
Definition 5.3. Let G be a cp system and let n E N +. 
(1) Let p = (p(0), p (1 ) , . . . ,  p(k)) be a computation in G. The n-active record of 
p, denoted act . (p) ,  the word g,.(p(O))~,.(p(1))...~o.(p(k-1)), where ~p.: 
~*  x .Y*-> -Y2 u {A} is the mapping defined by 
~.((u,v))={A(n) if ,v,= n, 
otherwise. 
(2) The n-active language of G, denoted ACT. (G) ,  is the language 
{act. (p)[p:  (S,, $2)3(w, A) for some w ~ A*}. 
Definition 5.4. Let G be a cp system and let n ~ N +. 
(1) Let p = (p(0), p (1 ) , . . . ,  p(k)) be a computation in G. The n-full record of p, 
denoted f r . (p) ,  is the word ~.( p (0 ) )0 . (p (1) ) . . .  0.(  p(k -  1)), where ~.: .Y* x .Y* 
-Y2 u {$} is the mapping defined by 
~b.((u,v))={$ (n) if[v[ <~n, 
otherwise. 
(2) The n-full record language of G, denoted FR. (G) ,  is the language 
{fr.(p)[p:(Sl, $2)3(w,  A) for some wEA*}. 
Since in this paper we are mainly interested in the behaviour of the second 
component of successful computations in a cp system, we introduce the notion of 
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an internal cp system. A cp system is internal if it has only chain-rules (i.e., of the 
form A--> B) and A-rules (i.e., of the form A--> A) on its first component. If, for a 
given cp system G, we erase all terminal symbols in all productions of the first 
component (and in the corresponding rewrites), then we obtain the internal version 
of G. 
Definition 5.5. Let G = (G~, G2, R) be a cp system with G1 = (,~1, P1, Sl, A). 
(1) G is called internal if A = ~. 
(2) The internal version of G, denoted int(G),  is the cp system 0= ((31, G2,/~) 
where t~l = (-Y~ - A,/31, S1, ~1) with 
and 
F '={(X  ~ Z)[(X--> wZ)e  P for some X e,Y,~-A, we A*, 
and Z e ( .~,-  A) u {A}} 
R = { ( X -> Z, ~r2)I(X-> wZ, Ir2) ~ R for some X ~ ~,I - A, w ~ A *, 
and Z ¢ (,S~ - A) u {A}}. 
Hence, int(G) works precisely as G does except that it ignores the 'input aspect' 
of G. Consequently, as far as the use of memory is concerned one can consider 
int(G) rather than G. 
Lemma 5.6. For each cp system G and each n ~ N +, ACT, (G)  = ACTn(int(G)) and 
FR, (G)  = FR,( int(G)) .  
6. cp systems and rb grammars 
In the previous section we have reduced the considerations concerning (the use 
of memory in) cp systems to the considerations concerning internal cp systems. In 
this section we will further reduce the problem: we show that rather than consider 
internal cp systems it suffices to consider rb grammars. As a matter of fact we 
demonstrate how to represent (successful computations in) an internal cp system 
by (successful derivations in) a suitable rb grammar. This 'representation theorem' 
then yields the regularity of the (active and full) use of memory in arbitrary cp 
systems. 
Definition 6.1. Let O, ~ ,  and -Y2 be alphabets and let ~,: 0"~ v* and g,: O*o~v2 
be codings. Let (Z, w) ~ (~! u {A}) x ~* and u e 0" .  We say that u (0, ~o)-represents 
(Z, w), denoted u[~,, q,)(Z, w), if the following holds: 
(i) Z = A if u = A, and Z = O(last(u)) otherwise; 
(ii) w = ~,(u). 
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Definition 6.2. Let G=(G~, G2, R) be an internal cp system with GI= 
(.Yq , PI, $1, 0), (32 = (.~2, />2, $2) and let H = ( 0 ,  Q, T),  Y ~ 0,  be an rb grammar. 
Finally, let ~: O*~2~* and ~0: O*~2;2" be codings. 
(1) Let p be a computation in G and let 8 be a derivation in H. We say that 
8 (~, ~o)-represents p, denoted 8[$, ~0)p, if lg(8)= lg(p) and 8(j)[tk, ~o)p(j) for each 
0 <~j <~ lg(8). 
(2) G is (tk, ~o)-represented by H if the following holds: 
(i) for each successful computation p in G there exists a successful derivation 
8 in H such that 8[$, ~0)p; 
(ii) for each successful derivation 8 in H there exists a successful computation 
p in G such that 8[$, ¢)p. 
Theorem 6.3. For every internal cp system G there exist codings ~ and ¢p and an rb 
grammar H such that G is ( ~b, ~p )-represented by H. 
Proof. Let G be an internal cp system with G = (Gt, G2, R), G~ = (2~t, P~, S~, 0), 
and (32 = (-~2, P2, $2). (The construction of an rb system H somewhat resembles 
the usual construction of a context-free grammar for a given push-down automaton.) 
Let H = (O, Q, T) be defined as follows: 
• O={[Y,A,Z] [A~Z2,  Y~Z~u{A} and ZEZ1} ,
• T = [A, $2, Sl], and 
• Q contains the following productions: 
[Y,A,X]->A iff (X-> Y,A-->A)eR for Ae.Y,2, X~.~,  Y~.~IU{A}, 
[Y ,A,X]- - , [Y ,B,Z]  iff (X--> Z,A--> B)eR 
for A,B~.Y,2, X,Z~.,~1, Y~2~IU{A}, 
[ Y, A, X]--> [ Y, Bt, Zt][Zl, B2, Z2]... [Z,-1, B,, Z] 
iff (X-->Z,A-->B~B2...R,)eR for r~>2 and 
A,B,,. . . ,B, e2r2, X,Z, Zl,...,Z,_te,Vl, u {At. 
The codings $:O*-->,~* and tp:O*-->Z* are given by $([ Y, A, Z]) = Z and 
tp([ Y, A, Z]) =A for Y, Z~ZIU{A} and AeZ2.  
Claim 6. For every successful computation p: (St, $2) 3"  (A, A) in G there exists a 
successful derivation 8: TO*  A in H such that 8[$, tp)p. 
Proof of Claim 6. Let p be a successful derivation in G. For 0 <~ i <~ lg(p) we write 
p(i) = (Zi, wi). We will construct a successful derivation 8 in H that (tk, ~)-represents 
p as follows. First let 8(0)= T. Then 8(0)[~, ¢p)(St, $2)= p(0). We proceed induc- 
tively. Assume that 8(p), p<lg(p) ,  is already constructed. From the form of the 
productions in H it easily follows that 8(p) is of the form [A, At, I"l]- 
[YI,A2, Y2].--[Yt-t, At, Yt] for some l>~l; thus 
Zj=~([Yt_I ,A, ,  Yt]) = Yt and wj=tp(8(p))=AiA2.. .Av 
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Let ~r be the rewrite such that p(p)~p(p+l ) .  We separately consider three 
cases .  
Case 1: ~r=(X-->Z, A->B~B2...B,) for some r~>l, Z#A.  Obviously, X- -Y t  
and A = At. We now use a production 
[ Yz-,, A,, Y~] -> [ Y~_,, B,, W1][ W~, B2, W2]. . .  [ W,_,, B,, Z] 
to derive 8(p + 1) from 8(p). The variables W1, . . . ,  W,_I are determined as follows. 
For i e {1, 2 , . . . ,  r -1}  let p(s~) be the element of the computation p in which the 
occurrence Bi 'becomes active' on the second component; more precisely, si is the 
least integer larger than p such that ws, =AIA2. . .  At-IB1... B~ (thus, s, =p+ 1). 
We then choose W~ = Z,,. Note that W~ = A if si = lg(p)--this is the case if i= 
lg (p ) -  1. 
Case 2: ~" = (X-> Z, A-> A), where Z # A. Obviously, X = Y~ and A = At. Since 
P is a successful computation, l # 1. The occurrence At_, will be 'active' in the next 
step of the computation p and, since [ Y~-2, At-~, Y~-~] was introduced by a produc- 
tion as under Case 1, Y~_I = Z. So we can apply the production [ Yz-~, At, Y~] --> A 
to derive 8 (p+l )  from 8(p). 
Case 3: ~r = (X ~ A, A--> A). Note that this rewrite can be applied in the last step 
of a computation only. Thus l = 1, X = Y1, and A = A~. So we can derive (A, A) = 
8(p + 1) from 8(p) using the production [A, A~, Y~] --> A. 
It is easily seen that in all the three cases above the requirement 
8 (p+l ) [0 ,  q , )p(p+l)  is satisfied. Hence the claim holds. [] 
Claim 7. For every successful derivation 8: T 3"  A in H there exists a successful 
computation p: ($1, $2) 3"  (A, A) in G such that 8[0, <p)p. 
Proof  o f  Claim 7. The proof of this claim is rather obvious. Let 8 be a successful 
derivation in H. For 0<~i<lg(8)  we define p(i)=(O(last(8(i))), tp(8(i))) and 
8(1g(8)) = (A, A). It can be easily checked that the so defined sequence p is a 
successful computation i  G. [] 
The theorem follows from the above two claims. [] 
Remark 6.4. The above result allows one to replace an (internal) cp system by an 
rb grammar as as far as successful computations are concerned. In [6], a more 
general representation theorem is proved where both successful and not successful 
computations are considered. Then to represent a cp system one needs (in general) 
a finite number of rb grammars. 
Let q~: O* -* ,Y* be a coding and let $~ O. By ~0s we denote the coding of(@ u {$})* 
into (2~ u {$})* defined by <ps(A) = ~o(A) for every A ~ 0 and q~s($) =$. Using this 
notation we can express the relation between the record languages of a cp system 
G and an rb grammar epresenting int(G) as follows. 
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Lemma 6.5. Let G be a cp system, let d~ and ¢ be codings and let H be an rb grammar 
such that int(G)/s (~b, ~p)-representedbyH. Foreveryn ~ N, ACT. (G) = ¢(ACT,(H))  
and FR,(G)  = es(FR.(H)).  
Proof. If p is a successful computation i  int(G) and 6 is a successful derivation 
in H such that 8[~, ¢}p, then act,(p) = ¢p(act,(8)) for n e N + because ~p is a coding. 
Hence, ACT, (int(G)) = ~p (ACT, (H)) and consequently, byLemma 5.6, ACT. (G) = 
¢(ACT,(H))  for each n e N +. 
Using the same arguments we see that 
FR,(G)=FR,( int (G))=cp,(FR.(H))  for heN +. [] 
We can now carry our results concerning the use of memory in rb systems to 
corresponding results for cp systems. 
Theorem 6.6. Let G be a cp system. 
(1) For each n >I 1, ACT. (G) is regular. 
(2) For each n ~> 1, FR,(G) is regular. 
Proof. (1): Let, for a suitable pair of codings, the internal cp system int(G) be 
(~, ¢)-represented byan rb grammar H. Let n a N +. Then, according to the previous 
lemma, ACT,(G) = cp(ACT,(H)). This language is regular because, by Corollary 
1.12, ACT,(H) is regular and the family of regular languages is closed under 
homomorphisms. 
(2): Analogously, it follows from the regularity of FR, (H)~Theorem 4.8mthat 
FR,(G) = cps(FR,(H)) is a regular language. [] 
Theorem 6.7. (1) For each cp system G and each I ~ N +, [.J.~t ACT,(G)/s  regular. 
(2) There exists a cp system G such that [..J,~N + FR.(G) is not regular. 
Proof. (1): For a given cp system G, let H be an rb grammar, let ~ and ¢p be 
codings uch that int(G) is (~b, ¢)-represented byH. Then it follows from Theorem 
3.5 that 
~.J ACT. (G)= U ¢(ACT. (H) )=¢( .y tACT. (H)  
n~l .e l  
is regular for each I G N +. 
(2): Every rb grammar H = (£, P, A) with A e ,Y can be transformed in a natural 
way into a cp system by 'adding' a (dummy) first component with one nonterminal 
only. Fo~tiially, let Hq,=(G],  (32, R) be the (internal) cp system with G1 = 
({S}, P], S, 0), /)1 = {S--> S, S-> A}, G2 = H, and R = P! x P. One easily verifies that 
Hq, is (~, cp)-represented by/-/, where ~:2"-.{S}* is the coding that maps each 
element of,Y to S and q~: ,Y* --> £* is the identity on ,Y*. Thus, for n ~ N +, FR.(H~p) = 
q~s(FR. (H))  = FR.(H).  
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If we construct in this way Gcp for the rb grammar G given in the proof of 
Theorem 4.9, then [,_j~o=~ FR~(Gcp)= I, Jn°° ~ FR.(G),  which is not regular. [] 
Remark 6.8. The results concerning rb grammars mentioned in Remark 4.10 carry 
over to cp systems using the construction described in the proof of Theorem 6.7(2). 
Thus, in general, given a cp system G, I,..J n~__~ FRn(G) does not need to be context-free. 
Moreover, if we take arbitrary unions I,_J~ M FR,(G)  for M _ N +, then we can get 
arbitrarily complex languages. 
Discussion 
Within the framework of ects systems (see [10]) rb grammars form a basic building 
block in constructing various types of grammars and machines known from the 
literature. Hence there is a need for a fundamental research concerning rb grammars. 
In this paper we have investigated the use of memory in rb grammars. We have 
chosen two specific ways of 'tracing' the use of memory in rb grammars: either we 
record the sequence of active use of a particular memory cell during a derivation, 
or we record the contents of the cell during all steps of a derivation. Then it turns 
out that all active records for a given cell for all successful derivations form a regular 
language (Theorem 1.10) and all full records for a given cell for all successful 
derivations form a regular language (Theorem 4.8). As a matter of fact, active record 
languages have a very specific structure which makes the 'overall active use of 
memory' in an rb grammar egular: the union over any set of memory cells of all 
active records for all successful computations i regular (Theorem 3.5)!!! This is 
not the case for full record languages: the union over an arbitrary set of memory 
cells of all full records for all successful derivations can be arbitrarily complex. 
Cp systems form a subclass of ects systems that correspond very closely to (are 
another formulation of) push-down automata. A cp system is a 'coordinated pair' 
of a right-linear grammar and an rb grammar: in this combination the rb grammar 
component represents he (infinite) memory structure of the system. From this point 
of view investigating the use of memory in rb systems is very natural (and very 
much needed). 
In order to transfer our results on the active use of memory in rb gramrdars to 
the level of cp systems (where the work of the rb component is coordinated by the 
right-linear component), we prove a representation theorem (Theorem 5.6) for cp 
systems which allows one (in the investigation of computations in cp systems) to 
consider an rb grammar rather than a cp system. 
We believe that this paper illustrates the usefulness of the fundamental research 
concerning rb grammars and of the ep systems point of view at push-down automata. 
It seems to be easier (and more elegant) to prove basic results on the level of rb 
grammars and then transfer them to the level of ep systems (by a "once and forever' 
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established representation theorem) rather than to prove the corresponding results 
directly for cp systems. 
As mentioned already, rb grammars are a special case of regular canonical systems 
[1]. Inspecting carefully the proofs of our results concerning the use of memory in 
rb grammars one notices that our results can be modified so as to apply to the 
general case of regular canonical systems. Since in regular canonical systems words 
rather than letters are rewritten, one would have to redefine there the concept of 
active memory cells. 
We consider this paper as a first step into the systematic nvestigation of the use 
of memory in rb grammars and cp systems. Clearly, one can consider other than 
active and full ways of recording the use of a memory in rb grammars. How 
complicated are other types of 'recording the memory' languages? Are they regular? 
Are their arbitrary unions regular? 
We are presently working on a number of problems of this nature and hope to 
present he results of our research in a forthcoming paper. 
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